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Nathaniel Robinson
Chief Executive Officer & Co-founder

Nathaniel Robinson has built a career focused on delivering value to customers at the intersection of finance and

technology. As CEO and founder, Nat is dedicated to making Trustworthy the leading resource for helping

families keep their most important information organized, prepared and accessible - by empowering his team,

listening to customer needs, and building industry partnerships that add value to the families Trustworthy serves.

Nat's experience includes leadership roles at Microsoft (with a focus on financial technology products), and he has

helped bring to life various family-centric fintech ventures as an investor and advisor (including the FamTech

Collaborative, Cutback Coach, and others). Nat's leadership at Trustworthy is driven by his recognition of the need

for families to control and optimize their most important information as the world moves rapidly towards digital

transformation.

Daniel McCool

Chief Product Officer & Co-founder

As co-founder and head of product, Daniel is focused on ensuring Trustworthy addresses the previously unmet

needs of families with an intuitive, engaging and human-centered design. Obsessed with the customer

experience, Daniel works tirelessly to integrate robust product features across Trustworthy's platform so that

everything just "works".

Daniel has been driven by a desire to find and bring to life projects that have grand aspirations and that create

meaningful outcomes for the user. His experience includes leadership roles at Microsoft, MilelO, Opower, and

others. Throughout his career, Daniel has honed his skillset to create products that deliver value for the customer

without distractions, and he applies this experience to help make Trustworthy the most effective resource for

families to secure, manage and optimize their information.

David Kobia

Chief Technology Officer

David is an entrepreneur and technologist with extensive experience developing, managing and refining

technology solutions in the U.S. and around the globe. In his role as chief technology officer for Trustworthy, David

helps to ensure the Family Operating System™ is optimized to provide the greatest benefits for customers - from

helping families store, organize and secure their most important information, to creating custom access levels for

each person they invite as collaborators.



Prior to Trustworthy, David founded BRCK Inc., a technology company focused on enabling communication in

low-infrastructure environments. He also co  founded Ushahidi, a non-profit technology organization that creates

software for people and their communities to generate solutions for the greater good. At Trustworthy, David

ensures that our platform is the most secure and intuitive tool for empowering families to control and benefit

from their most important information. He has received significant recognition throughout his career, including

awards from the MITTechnology review and Fast Company.

Scott Daitzman
Chief Information Security Officer

A visionary executive leader, Scott brings his passion for assessing, designing and applying appropriate

information technology and security solutions to his role at Trustworthy. With decades of experience, Scott

ensures that Trustworthy is at the leading edge of top-tier security, compliance and accountability, empowering

the clients' experience and their peace of mind.

With a background that includes helping numerous organizations - from Fortune 500 Companies to startups -

adopt and evolve digital security solutions, Scott has received consistent recognition and praise from his peers and

from the industry. Most recently, Scott was honored by Cyber Defense Magazine as one of the Top 100 Chief

Information Security Officers (2020).


